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The article analyzes theoretical and methodological basics of formation of mathematical competences as a key condition of training prospective engineers in higher technical educational institutions. The study considers the problem of prospective engineers’ mathematical training implementation based on the competence approach aiming at future activity in industrial production field on the level of world standards. On the basis of the analysis of modern concepts essence, purpose, and management of prospective engineers’ training in higher technical educational establishments from the perspective of the competence approach realization are reconsidered. Mathematical education is considered as a basis for the training of technical specialists. Despite the fact that the issue of professional development of higher technical educational institutions students was given considerable attention in the research of the scientific community, the problem of forming their mathematical competences remained insufficiently covered and was not the subject of a dedicated special research. The aim of the article is to study the theoretical and methodological foundations of prospective engineers’ mathematical competences formation as a basis for their professional training. Theoretical research methods were used during research, namely: study and analysis of psychological-pedagogical, legal and special literature on the researched issue; analysis of state educational standards, programs, textbooks and teaching materials. The specifics of teaching mathematical disciplines in higher technical educational institutions are determined. The basic techniques and principles of realization of the competence approach in education are reviewed. The stages of prospective engineers’ professional competence formation are characterized. The article focuses on personal values of a prospective engineering specialist in the process of professional competence formation. Procedural, technological, logical, research and methodological components of mathematical competence of technical specialists are described. The article proves on the effectiveness of prospective engineers’ mathematical competences formation in order to train highly qualified specialists of technical field in higher technical educational institutions.
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МАТЕМАТИЧНІ КОМПЕТЕНТНОСТІ ЯК ОСНОВА ПІДГОТОВКИ МАЙБУТНІХ ІНЖЕНЕРІВ У ВИЩИХ ТЕХНІЧНИХ ЗАКЛАДАХ ОСВІТИ

Н. О. Романчук

У статті досліджуються теоретико-методологічні засади формування математичних компетентностей як необхідної умови підготовки майбутніх інженерних фахівців у вищих технічних закладах освіти. Розглядається проблема реалізації математичної підготовки майбутніх інженерів на засадах компетентності підходу з метою їх ефективної діяльності в галузі промислового виробництва на рівні світових стандартів. На основі аналізу сучасних концепцій переосмислюються сутність, мета, зміст підготовки майбутніх фахівців інженерного профілю у вищих технічних закладах освіти з позиції реалізації компетентності підходу. Математична освіта розглядається як базова для підготовки фахівців технічного профілю. Незважаючи на те, що питанню підготовки студентів у вищих технічних закладах освіти приділялася значна увaga у дослідженнях наукової спільноти, проблема формування їх математичних компетентностей залишалась мало вивченою і не була предметом спеціального наукового дослідження. Мета статті полягає в дослідні теоретико-методологічних засад формування математичних компетентностей майбутніх фахівців інженерного профілю як основи їх професійної підготовки. У роботі використовуються теоретичні методи дослідження: вивчення та аналіз психолого-педагогічної, нормативної та спеціальної літератури з проблеми дослідження; аналіз державних освітніх стандартів, програм, наочальних посібників і методичних матеріалів. Визначаються особливості викладання математичних дисциплін у вищих технічних закладах освіти. Розкриваються основні підходи, принципи реалізації компетентності підходу в освіті. Характеризуються етапи формування професійної компетентності майбутніх фахівців інженерного профілю. Акцентується увага на особистісних цінностях майбутнього інженера у процесі формування його компетентності. Обґрунтовуються процедурна, технологічна, логічна, дослідницька та методологічна складові математичної компетентності фахівців технічної сфери. Доводиться ефективність формування математичних компетентностей майбутніх інженерів з метою підготовки висококваліфікованих фахівців технічного профілю.
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Introduction of the issue. The current stage of socio-economic development of Ukraine and the introduction of new technologies of industrial production require a modern rethinking of the notion, function and content of prospective engineering specialists training in higher technical educational institutions. The demand to provide state industrial objects with highly qualified engineers who are competitive and flexible to changing market conditions requires new ways to improve the quality of professional training of students in higher technical educational institutions. The relevance and importance of researching the basics of training prospective engineers in higher technical educational institutions is proved on the example of modern development of education as a social institution that ensures the professional success of young engineers capable of creative demonstration of activity and independence in solving industrial problems, and promotes competitiveness in labour market.

The professional competence of a higher technical educational institution graduate is determined as a valuable indicator of alacrity for future professional activity and civil position [6; 12; 15]. Thus, the competence approach in education is one of the priority areas of reforming the higher technical education system in Ukraine. Its implementation ensures the realization of the humanistic education concept and
training of competent, socially and professionally mobile engineers who are fluent and ready for continuous professional development.

**Current state of the issue.** Problems of the competent approach realization in education are covered by N. Bibik, O. Uremenko, V. Lugoviy, O. Ovcharuk, O. Pometun, O. Savchenko, G. Selevko, V. Serikov, K. Khoruzhiy, A. Hutorskiy and others, who define the competence of a prospective specialist in the technical field as the ability of socially valuable activity. The competent specialist is characterized by his willingness to solve problems in future professional activity, using innovation to achieve goals, and based on awareness in industrial production.

Modern mathematical education, as noted by researchers Z. Bondarenko, Y. Galaiko, O. Yevseyeva, M. Kademiya, S. Krylashchuk, V. Klochko, T. Krylova, L. Kudryavtseva, T. Maksimova, G. Mikhailyn, V. Petruk, M. Pratsovytiy, N. Sennikova, O. Skafa, Z. Slepkan and others, occupies a special place in the state educational system, for developing the intellectual abilities of the students also improves the ability to draw analogies and logically substantiate own point of view [3; 10]. Therefore, the process of teaching mathematical disciplines in higher technical educational institutions should be organized in a way that promotes the comprehensive and harmonious development of the personality of a prospective engineer, ensuring the formation of the necessary mathematical competences.

**The outline of unresolved issues brought up in the article.** Modern researchers of professional training of prospective engineers in higher technical educational institutions S. Artyukh, O. Baranets, N. Bryukhanova, E. Zeer, O. Kovalenko, A. Nizovtsev, Y. Pazynich, N. Tymkiv and others state that an engineer is both able to set up and maintain technical devices and be a researcher and a team organizer. Today, engineering education in Ukraine is characterized by the actualization of the competence component of prospective engineers training content on the basis of the person-centered approach implementation. However, according to the analysis of the problem of teaching mathematical disciplines as a basis for training prospective engineers in higher technical educational institutions, the formation of their mathematical competences was insufficiently covered, and therefore requires a separate study.

**Aim of research.** The formation of mathematical competences is a key condition for training qualified engineers capable of competent and effective activity in the technical field at the level of European and world standards. The aim of the article is to study theoretical and methodological issues of prospective engineers’ mathematical competences formation as a basis for their training in higher technical educational institutions.

**Results and discussion.** Mathematical education is the basis for professional training of engineers in higher technical educational institutions, because in addition to actual knowledge of the subject, it provides the development of logical and abstract thinking of students, shaping their scientific worldview, ability to create mathematical models in future professional activity. Modern society requires engineers with advanced mathematical knowledge, logical thinking, and the ability to apply the mathematical competences acquired in the training process and in future professional activity.

In its communicative and subject essence, the profession of an engineer combines interdisciplinary knowledge, innovative ideas and features of the environment with their own ability to synthesize information in order to create a new subjective reality. The professionally trained engineer is expected to be able to design and construct; to use the means of production, management-practical,
constructive-technological and research activity; to organize the production process; to ensure the implementation of scientific and industrial achievements; to develop scientific and technical documentation; to use normative guidelines, scientific-technical, and production information; to develop technical and technological projects, plans, tutorials; to standardize and manage the work of production; to develop and implement measures to increase production efficiency.

The specific feature of training students of higher technical educational institutions is prospective engineers’ skills of self-organization and reflection. It means that the students are expected to feel the need for acquiring learning material and understanding it, i.e. not only the knowledge transfer, but the development of technical skills as a priority characteristic of a value-oriented personality.

The ideas of general and personal development, formulated in the context of psychological and pedagogical concepts of humanistic education, are the basis of the modern understanding of the competence approach. The concepts of goal-setting and goal-orientation of the educational process underly the analysis of the competence approach categorical basis. Under such conditions, competences determine a higher, generalized level of students’ skills and abilities, and education content design involves the unity of four components: knowledge, skills, creative personality and personal experience of general values [5].

Implementation of the competence approach in the process of prospective engineers training involves the formation of an individual experience in professional challenges as well as solving life situations [1]. Therefore, the competence approach involves the performance of relevant professional functions and social roles. This ensures that the competence of the technical specialist includes semantic (deep knowledge of the subject) and procedural (mastering of work skills) components. The formation of these components involves mastering new information in order to effectively solve problems in future professional activity.

The major characteristic of the competent personality of prospective technical specialist is the development of professional activity skills by not only applying the knowledge of the subject, but increasing awareness of a needed educational material, as well as the ability to self-organization and reflection, which is specific to the implementation of the competence approach in the process of prospective engineers training in higher technical educational institutions.

The formation of professional competences of technical field specialists, including mathematical, should come along with human values, which is an essential characteristic of competence, and involves a deep personal interest in a particular activity. Under such conditions, the personality values of the prospective engineer are the basis of his/her professional competence.

Modern researchers N. Bordovska, V. Raevsky, A. Rean, A. Khutorskiy define the professional competence of a specialist as a system of skills and abilities to systematize scientific and practical knowledge in order to effectively solve professional issues. Besides, V. Fedina emphasizes that the process of professional competence formation occurs throughout the professional activity and consists of three main stages. The first stage of formation of professional intentions and orientation is carried out in the process of adaptation of prospective engineers to activities in the field of industrial production. The second stage, according to the researcher, is a mastery of special professional knowledge and skills. The third stage implies professional development of a specialist in the technical field, characterized by the
acquisition of a professional mentality and skills of high quality professional activity [13].

V. Petruk emphasizes the importance of the value attitude of a specialist’s personality to the solution of professional tasks, which defines professional competence as the readiness of an individual to mobilize their own resources organized into a system of knowledge, skills, abilities and personal qualities in both typical and non-standard situations [7].

Professional competence of prospective engineering specialists declares the unity of fundamental and subject competences and provides a set of knowledge and personal qualities of students, which ensures a high level of self-organization of future professional activity [2; 4]. The readiness of a specialist to perform professional duties is determined by his/her professional competences, including mathematical, which should be formed on the basis of theoretical knowledge, practical skills, significant personal qualities and life experience.

The professionalism of a modern specialist in the technical field, according to O. Romanovsky, determines his/her competence in the field, namely: organization-managerial, design-engineering, operation-technological and researching. Among other important competences of prospective specialists in the technical field, the author includes psychological, economic and legal ones [11]. The formation of engineering skills and abilities to predict social, economic, environmental consequences of their own decisions, according to L. Tovazhnyansky, is closely connected with the need to solve complex organizational, managerial, technical and scientific issues in future professional activity in industrial production [8].

The professional competence of the prospective technical specialist, as an integrative characteristic of his business and personal qualities, reflects the level of knowledge, skills, and experience for effective activity in industrial production. In addition, it includes the ability to analyze and forecast results and to use current information. The competence of a technical specialist includes professional knowledge, skills, experience in the industrial field, socio-communicative and personal traits ensuring independent professional activity. The professional competence of the prospective engineer includes: the formation of the ability to evaluate professional issues; creative thinking; taking the initiative in solving production problems; conscious understanding of personal responsibility for the results of work; leadership skills to manage a team.

We assume that the professional competence of prospective specialists in engineering is determined by the level of his/her professional education, experience, individual abilities, motivation for continuous self-education and self-development, and creative and responsible attitude to professional activity.

The effectiveness of professional activity of prospective specialists in the technical field is ensured by a thorough engineering education combining abstract theoretical principles and specific tasks of industrial production, which requires the formation of mathematical competences.

Mathematical competence of engineering students involves their ability to apply the acquired mathematical knowledge and skills in the study of mathematical models of technical problems including logical thinking, selection, evaluation, and applying of information needed to solve professional issues.

Implementation of mathematical training of prospective engineers on the basis of the competence approach involves the focus of the educational process on the formation and development of key (basic) and subject mathematical competences. Competence approach in teaching mathematical disciplines in higher technical educational institutions is closely related
to personality-oriented and activity approaches, for active creative activity helps to acquire deep understanding of learning material and skills of its creative implementation in future professional activity.

We consider the introduction of individualization and differentiation of education relevant in the context of personality-oriented mathematical education, which contributes to the disclosure, preservation, development of individual abilities of students, inherent in each person’s unique qualities; formation of cognitive interests, the pursuit of self-improvement and self-realization in future activity in the field of industrial production.

In the context of the competence approach, the ability of a higher technical educational institution student to apply mathematical knowledge in future professional activity is embodied by:
- teaching methods, tools and techniques for applying knowledge of mathematics to study mathematical models in future engineering activity;
- development of logical thinking and technical tasks analysis and finding means of their practical implementation;
- formation of mathematical competences by providing the necessary mathematical knowledge as a universal tool of engineering research.

We define mathematical competence of the prospective engineer as an integrative professional quality which is manifested in theoretical readiness and practical ability to independently, responsibly and effectively perform industrial tasks, as well as in values to the profession of an engineer. Professional and value orientations of prospective graduates of higher technical educational institutions are defined as a systemic component of the general professional culture of an engineering specialist due to his/her readiness for future professional activity in accordance with high personal values. Professional and value orientations are directly related to the activity, act as its basis and regulator. That is why it is important in the process of mathematical training of prospective engineers to form a value attitude to the profession of engineer.

Mathematical competence, according to S. Rakov, expects engineering students to see and apply mathematical knowledge in real life and professional activities; knowledge and understanding of the content, methods of mathematical modeling of technical processes; ability to create mathematical models, to study them using mathematical methods, to interpret the obtained results, to estimate the error of calculations [9]. In the context of our study, we consider author’s classification of mathematical competences: procedural, technological, logical, research and methodological.

The formation of mathematical competence of a prospective engineer is based on the combination of scientific and theoretical training (general mathematics and special branches of mathematics) and experience in applying mathematical knowledge, which is represented in solving both typical and problematic situations in professional activity in industrial production, knowledge and personal experience (life and professional). Therefore, the structure of mathematical competence reflects: the system of knowledge and skills acquired by prospective engineers in the process of scientific-theoretical and practical mathematical training to solve basic production issues; personal experience of applying the acquired competences to solve typical and non-standard tasks of professional activity related to the application of mathematical knowledge; the system of value orientations and experience of emotional and value attitude of prospective engineers to the categories of higher mathematics, to the profession, to themselves, to colleagues and society.

Basic mathematical competences include procedural competence, i.e. the skill of prospective engineers to work with formulas, solve typical
mathematical problems, and reproduce the context of problems in practice reduced to typical ones. The acquired computing techniques, usage of different types of software, estimating the error of approximate calculations, building and researching computer models determine student’s technological competence.

The formation of logical mathematical competence of prospective engineers involves the development of their logical literacy and logical thinking ensured by accurate and consistent thinking, avoiding contradictions in their reasoning as well as justifying the correctness of a technical problem solution and anticipating possible logical errors in the solution process.

Mastering research competence requires prospective engineers to operate the methods of researching socially and individually significant tasks, to build analytical and algorithmic models of problems, to anticipate and empirically test the validity of hypotheses based on methods of analogy, induction, generalization, as well as based on personal experience. The key characteristics of methodological mathematical competence are the knowledge of prospective technical field specialists of methods of mathematical problems research in future professional activity as well as the skill to modify the original technical problem and to establish links with the results already obtained, finding analogies in other disciplines.

So, the mathematical competence of prospective engineers is represented as a holistic personality characteristic, and its effective formation is ensured by the successful higher technical educational institutions students’ mastering procedural, technological, logical, research and methodological mathematical competences (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The components of mathematical competence</th>
<th>The aim: formation of mathematical competence as a holistic characteristic of personality of prospective specialist in the technical field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Procedural</td>
<td>The skill to work with formulas, solve typical mathematical problems, and reproduce the context of problems in practice reduced to typical ones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological</td>
<td>The acquired computing techniques, usage of different types of software, estimating the error of approximate calculations, building and researching computer models of mathematical tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical</td>
<td>The development of logical literacy and logical thinking ensured by accurate and consistent thinking, avoiding contradictions in reasoning; justifying the correctness of a technical problem solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>The knowledge of the methods of researching socially and individually significant tasks, to build analytical and algorithmic models of problems, to anticipate and empirically test the validity of hypotheses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methodological</td>
<td>The knowledge of prospective technical field specialists of methods of mathematical problems research in future professional activity as well as the skill to modify the original technical problem and to establish links with the results already obtained, finding analogies in other disciplines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1**

**The result:** formed mathematical competence of prospective engineers
Conclusions and research perspectives.

Thus, the need to modernize the system of higher technical education in Ukraine and to improve its quality is an important socio-cultural issue shaped by the state demand in training prospective engineers at the level of international standards and providing conditions for their personal and professional development, socialization and self-realization. Since the competence approach in education has become a socially significant phenomenon and a trend in the formation of higher education foundation and content, the development of the state system of higher technical education, according to analysis of pedagogical experience of the last decade, should be based on the competence approach.

Realization of ideas and principles of state education policy is possible due to the realization of a systematic approach to the organization of prospective technical specialists training (organization-managerial, design-engineering, operation-technological, economic-legal, research and psychological). In addition, it depends on the process of formation of relevant competences, in particular the mathematical ones, which should be based on humanistic principles.

Successful professional competences acquisition involves the formation of mathematical competences of prospective engineering specialists training in higher technical educational institutions and consequently ensures the effectiveness of professional activity of engineers in broad social, cultural, and economic contexts. The formation of mathematical competences as a basis of prospective engineers training in higher technical educational institutions provides conditions for personal and professional self-development of a highly qualified competent specialist in the technical field.

Further research can be aimed at reviewing the results of approbation of the presented material in real conditions and substantiation as well as development of plans and programs for the amplification of professional competence of prospective engineers training in higher technical educational institutions.
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